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Abstract
Purpose: Mild hyperthermia can improve tumour oxygenation and enhance radiosensitivity. Imaging
the hypoxic fraction of a tumour can guide hyperthermia treatment planning and facilitate treatment
optimization. 64Cu-ATSM (Copper-diacetyl-bis(N4-methylthiosemicarbazone)) is a positron emitting
compound that has been demonstrated to have rapid uptake and selective retention in hypoxic
cells and has been used for imaging human and animal tumours. The purpose of the present report
is to establish methodology that will allow one to use Cu-ATSM PET scanning to detect the impact
of hyperthermia on tumour physiology in as little time as possible.
Materials and methods: EMT6 tumours (mouse mammary carcinoma) were implanted into the
subcutaneous tissue of both thighs of 10 BALB/c mice (one heated, one control tumour per
animal). The target thermal dose was 41.5�C� 45min. Without interrupting heating, 64Cu-ATSM
(mean activity 1.8mCi) was then injected and serial PET scans were obtained. In a sub-group
of four animals, a low administered activity (�0.3mCi) 64Cu-ATSM scan was also conducted
before heating to permit a direct comparison of the effects of hyperthermia on the same tumours.
In another sub-group of five animals, a low activity (�0.3mCi) 64Cu-PTSM (pyruvaldehyde-bis(N*-
methylthiosemicarbazone)) scan was conducted before heating, to confirm a posited correlation
between perfusion and early 64Cu-ATSM uptake.
Results: This study corrected for perfusion differences by dividing tumour uptake by the average early
(first minute) uptake (‘self-normalized uptake’). The 10 heated tumours showed a significantly
( p¼ 0.007) lower self-normalized uptake than control tumours by 2min. For the four mice with
low activity Cu-ATSM scans performed before hyperthermia, the tumours to be heated demonstrated
self-normalized uptake consistent with the unheated control tumours and which departed significantly
( p� 0.02) from their post-hyperthermia scans by 5min. Comparisons between scans and needle
electrode surveys were performed in an additional four animals with eight tumours. For technical
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reasons electrode surveys were done after the end of hyperthermia—and, therefore, these animals
also had comparison scans taken after hyperthermia. Reduced self-normalized uptake on scans was
associated with increased pO2 on electrode surveys. These data also suggested a substantial
degradation of the effect on tumour hypoxia by �15–45min after the end of mild hyperthermia.
Conclusion: Short imaging times of �5min with modest (�4–10) numbers of mice can discriminate
the effects of mild hyperthermia on tumour physiology. The long-term objective is to use this tool
to identify as short and mild a hyperthermia session as possible.

Keywords: Hyperthermia, hypoxia, Cu-ATSM PET imaging

Introduction

An important mechanism by which mild hyperthermia can improve the response of tumours

to radiation therapy is by reducing hypoxia [1–7]. Although higher temperatures can cause

vascular shutdown with reduced perfusion and increased hypoxia [7], milder temperatures

(below �42�C) will typically stimulate perfusion in the tumour and improve oxygenation

[4, 6, 8, 9]. In addition, temperature elevation will reduce the oxygen binding of

haemoglobin, contributing to increased delivery of oxygen within a region of localized

hyperthermia [10]. The time course of these changes can be complex with some observers

noting the peak effect during [4, 11] or �2–15min after [6, 8, 9]. Others note that the effect

can be present 1 day after [2, 7] mild hyperthermia. In one study, the time course of

changes in tumour oxygenation was also temperature dependent, with higher thermal dose

improving oxygenation in a delayed fashion [6].

The typical way that oxygenation status is monitored is by multi-point measurements

with needle electrodes [12, 13]. There are several disadvantages to this approach. Estimates

of pO2 distribution are subject to sampling errors. In small animal tumours the physical

destruction from moving a needle probe can distort the local micro-environment.

In humans, needle probes constitute another uncomfortable invasive procedure for the

patient who usually is being treated with palliative intent. The time needed for adequate

needle sampling can limit the ability to investigate transitory, short duration effects.

It is technically difficult to perform aggressive multiple location electrode measurements

during a hyperthermia session, so that, for the most part, the literature is confined

to assessing effects on oxygenation after hyperthermia is completed. Finally, electrode

measurements evaluate the volumetric pO2 distribution, rather than the proportion of viable

tumour cells that are hypoxic. If there is over-sampling of a necrotic core or under-sampling

of the zone of hypoxic but viable tissue surrounding it, the electrode measurements could,

respectively, over- or under-estimate the hypoxic fraction.

There are several imaging modalities in development that offer the promise of obtaining

information about the whole tumour’s oxygenation status [14–23]. One approach is

positron emission tomography (PET) scanning using the radiotracer Cu(II)-diacetyl-bis

(N4-methylthiosemicarbazone) (Cu-ATSM) [21, 24, 25]. Cells under hypoxic conditions

(pO2<�5mmHg) are markedly more likely to retain the Copper than normoxic cells [25].

Using a suitable positron emitting isotope of Copper, Cu-ATSM PET scanning will show

greater intensity in regions of hypoxic but viable cells [21, 25]. For studies in humans the

short half-life isotope 60Cu is used [26–29]. For small animal studies, 64Cu is preferred

because its lower energy positron permits spatial resolution on the order of a millimeter

[21, 30]. One prefers Cu-ATSM PET scanning because its uptake within hypoxic cells

is rapid, reaching a substantial level within 15min or less [25]. This rapid uptake makes

it feasible to use Cu-ATSM PET scanning to monitor effects that could change

within minutes (which may be an advantage over nitroimidazole scanning, where rate
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of uptake is slower). In addition, the information obtained from Cu-ATSM scans relates

directly to the fraction of viable but hypoxic cells, in contrast to magnetic resonance

imaging approaches (which provide information about the overall distribution of oxygen

within the tumour, but do not directly identify hypoxic but viable regions). As with other

PET-based approaches, both small and large animals including humans can be imaged.

A number of clinical investigations have shown strong correlations between Cu-ATSM

PET scan findings and treatment outcome for a variety of human malignancies including

head and neck cancers [27], gynecologic malignancies [28] and lung cancers [29].

Hyperthermia is also a useful test intervention, to evaluate how best to utilize a hypoxia

imaging modality. Because hyperthermia can be localized, it is possible to compare a heated

tumour with an unheated control tumour in the same animal. This can be helpful

in determining how best to extract information from the PET scans.

The purpose of the present study is to develop a technique for using Cu-ATSM PET

scanning to rapidly discriminate the impact of mild hyperthermia. The long-term goal is to

optimize the thermal dose for clinical purposes. However, in the present study, the thermal

dose consists of 41.5�C maintained for �45min. This is a regimen which has been shown

to improve oxygenation [4, 6, 8, 9], produces little or no direct cell kill on its own (although

heat induced radiosensitization can occur [31–38] and will serve as a fairly well understood

prototype for evaluating the effects of a hypoxia directed intervention on Cu-ATSM scans.

This may not necessarily be the clinically optimized regimen. A much shorter heating session

might eventually be more convenient in the clinic and—if the target temperature is still

41.5�C—can safely be conducted with less invasive thermometry than a longer session at

the same temperature (because there is less time for unexpected high thermal dose locations

to develop and cause injury). The optimal session might also be one that is extremely

short and has a very transitory effect on tumour oxygenation. For example, radiation

and hyperthermia can be given simultaneously [39–41]. If it proves to be the case that

the oxygenation improvement from a very short session reverses shortly after cessation of

hyperthermia/radiation, then inter-treatment repopulation among hypoxic but viable cells

will be less than if they remained oxygenated between treatments—a potential therapeutic

advantage. For these reasons, the objective is to find a way to discriminate the impact of

hyperthermia on PET scans in as little time as possible and without interrupting heating.

The purpose of the present paper is to establish such a measure for utilizing Cu-ATSM PET

scan information.

In using a PET-based approach, it is important to understand that the intensity

of uptake is determined not only by how well the cells retain the radiotracer but also by

how well they are supplied with it. Evaluating an intervention, like mild hyperthermia, that

increases local perfusion, needs to be done in a fashion that accounts for the effects

of enhanced radiotracer delivery on uptake patterns.

Methods and materials

Prior to in vivo animal testing, the in vitro uptake of Cu-ATSM by EMT6 mouse mammary

carcinoma cells was evaluated at 0% oxygenation, under conditions of mild hyperthermia

and normothermia. This was done to make certain that hyperthermia itself does not reduce

radiotracer uptake independent of change in oxygenation. The methodology of Lewis et al.

[25] was used. Cell suspensions were continuosly stirred, maintained within �0.5�C

of target temperature and kept at controlled oxygen tension for 45min, after which

�30 mCi radiolabelled 64Cu-ATSM was added to the suspensions. Target temperature
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continued to be maintained. Multiple aliquots were taken at t¼ 1.7, 7.5, 15, 30min after

administration of Cu-ATSM. The cells were pelleted from the media and the percentage

uptake (pellet/(pelletþ supernatant)) was calculated.

The animal tumour model for these studies was the EMT6 mouse mammary carcinoma

implanted in the lateral aspect of the proximal hindlimbs of 10 BALB C mice. These

tumours have been shown to develop hypoxic regions at modest size [42–44]. Their in-vivo

Cu-ATSM uptake has been reported previously [25]. A tumour was implanted in each

hindlimb (two tumours per mouse), one to be heated and the second to serve as an unheated

control. Tumours were grown for a period of 1.5–2 weeks until they attained a diameter

of �1 cm before PET scanning and hyperthermia.

PET scanning and hyperthermia sequences

The PET scanning protocol was as follows. Animals were anaesthetized with isofluorane

and were provided with room air by mask inhalation. A jugular venous catheter for

radiotracer administration was placed. A thin flexible thermocouple probe (Physitemp Corp,

Clifton, NJ ) was inserted into the tumour to be heated through a needle puncture track

and sutured in place with a small skin suture. An additional flexible thermocouple probe

was placed in the rectum for systemic temperature monitoring. One or two animals were

positioned on a tray designed to permit simultaneous hyperthermia and PET scanning in

the bore of the MicroPET R4 (Concorde Microsystems, Knoxville, TN) scanner. Prior to

hyperthermia, nine of the 10 animals underwent a low administered activity (0.17–0.7mCi,

average 0.3mCi) scan for several auxiliary purposes (discussed below). The intention was

to use as low an administered activity as possible and have sufficient image quality to

identify volumes of interest. The first two animals scanned had low activity scans with

administered activities of 0.7 and 0.36mCi. After establishing that image quality

was adequate at the lower level, all subsequent low administered activity scans were

with �0.2–0.3mCi.

Following the low-activity scan, localized hyperthermia was begun on one of the two

tumours on each animal (techniques discussed below) with the control tumour remaining

unheated. The target hyperthermia session was 45min at 41.5�C. However, when two

animals were treated at the same time, inevitably one tumour would reach target

temperature ahead of the other. The minimum and maximum time at or above 41�C

were 30 and 60min, respectively, preferably with both tumours as close to 45min as

possible. After target time was reached, the second, higher administered activity

(1.4–2.0mCi, average 1.8mCi), PET scan was initiated without interrupting hyperthermia.

The full activity scan was a 64Cu-ATSM scan for all 10 animals. Throughout this scan,

the heated tumours were maintained at 41.5� 0.5�C. Rectal temperature was kept to

36� 3�C using heating lamps or a cooling fan as needed throughout the process.

After PET scanning and hyperthermia and while still under anaesthesia, all mice were

sacrificed by cervical dislocation.

The image acquisition protocol for both high and low activity scans was as follows: images

were captured every 5 s after injection for the first minute, followed by every 30–60 s for

9min, followed by every 60–300 s for 10–35min (total scan time 20–45min). For a given

animal, the same image acquisition protocol was used for both the pre- and post-

hyperthermia scans. Image processing software was used to reconstruct 1mm axial,

coronal and sagittal sections displaying distribution of radiotracer throughout the animals

with a voxel size of 0.8� 0.8� 1mm.
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Hyperthermia techniques

Two heating techniques were utilized. The first five animals studied were heated by thermal

conduction. Design constraints for the hyperthermia applicator were (i) that the device

fit inside the bore of the MicroPET with easy access, (ii) two mice could be heated and

scanned at the same time, (iii) no free water or other spillable liquid within the MicroPET

bore, and (iv) no elements that could severely attenuate the photons produced by positron

decay. The design consisted of a plastic chamber (28mm inner diameter (ID)� 35mm

deep) surrounded in its upper 1.5 cm by a plastic tubing coil (3mm ID) mounted on

a Plexiglas platform (Figure 1). This coil was insulated with foam-tape and connected

via larger plastic tubing (6.4mm ID) to a heat exchanger coil of copper tubing also of

6.4mm ID. The heat exchanger was inserted as needed into a temperature controlled

water bath (not shown). The tumour to be heated was positioned 1 cm from the chamber’s

top. The chamber was then filled with pre-heated electrode cream (sigma crème, Parker

Labs, NJ ) that served as the thermal conductive, non-spillable medium. Heated water

was circulated through the tubing by a peristaltic pump and warmed the chamber. Tumour

temperature was controlled by adjusting the water bath chamber (between 45–50�C) and

by removing the heat exchanger coil as needed from the water bath. Because of thermal

conduction losses in the connecting tubing, the water bath temperature was higher than the

temperature of the conducting cream in the plastic chamber or the animal’s leg. The thermal

conduction system, although labour intensive, was able to maintain tumour temperature

within 0.5�C (usually within 0.2�C) of 41.5�C.

Heating for the last five animals studied was done by an external ultrasound device,

SAHUS or small animal hyperthermia ultrasound system, which has previously been

described [41]. This system utilized a small ultrasound transducer to heat tumour in the

lateral hindlimb (Figure 1). Uniformity of heating, accounting for thermometry artifacts

and microPET compatibility have been discussed in a previous publication [41]. This

system included automated power control to maintain target temperature, which made

SAHUS CONDUCTIVE APPLICATOR
Bed for mice 

RF

Ultrasound
transducer

Conductive
heating coils 

Insulated heating
chambers filled with

conductive cream

Sonicating
window 

Figure 1. Schematic for heating configuration: conductive approach (first five mice),
ultrasound approach (last five mice). See text. SAHUS indicates the Small Animal Hyperthermia
Ultrasound System.
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it far less labour intensive than the conduction system—which motivated the change in

heating approach. In addition it was able to reach target temperature quicker than

the conduction system, with small animal tumours reaching 41�C within 5min.

Uniformity of temperature over time for the two heating systems was similar.

Temperature at the surface of the tumour remained within 0.5�C of temperature at the

tumour core for the ultrasound system. With the conductive system, the surface temperature

ranged up to 1�C above or below tumour core temperature (depending on whether the heat

exchanger was in or out of the water bath) with an average difference of þ0.4�C.

Mice heated by thermal conduction were prone with the heated limb hanging into the

chamber and the unheated control flat on the surface of the tray. When two mice were

heated their heads were facing in opposite directions. With the SAHUS the heads faced

in the same direction and the animals were supine.

Low administered activity pre-hyperthermia scanning

Low administered activity, pre-hyperthermia, scans were done on the first four and

last five animals. For the first four mice, the low activity scan was also with 64Cu-ATSM.

The subsequent heating for these four mice was by the thermal conduction system.

Comparison of the pre- and post-hyperthermia ATSM scans allows one to directly verify

that the intervention produced change in the heated tumours and that, before

hyperthermia, the scan properties of the tumours to be heated were similar to the control

tumours.

For the last five animals, the low activity, pre-hyperthermia scan was with 64Cu

pyruvaldehyde-bis(N*-methylthiosemicarbazone (64Cu-PTSM). The uptake of Cu-PTSM

in cells is independent of pO2 [25]. The distribution of radiotracer in a Cu-PTSM scan is,

therefore, considered to be indicative of perfusion. These low activity scans were obtained

in order to test the posited association between Cu-ATSM uptake in the first minute

after injection and tumour perfusion (discussed below) which were developed after analysis

of the first group of animals. The heating for these last five animals was by ultrasound.

Comparison with pO2 electrode readings

To confirm that, in this animal model, the scan changes are tracking the impact of mild

hyperthermia on hypoxia, needle electrode surveys (with comparison scans) were

performed. An additional four animals with eight tumours (four heated, four unheated)

were studied. It was not technically possible to conduct the electrode readings during

hyperthermia or during PET scanning, because of lack of space for the needle electrode/

pullback apparatus when the animals were in the heating/scanning tray. Therefore, electrode

surveys were conducted as soon as possible after cessation of PET scanning and

hyperthermia. A complex sequencing of image times was used, because the evolution of

the physiologic effects of hyperthermia during the first �15–45min after stopping heat

is not known and cannot be assumed to change slowly. Therefore, several post-hyperthermia

time points were assessed by scan and electrode.

There were two scan sessions with subsequent electrode surveys, with two animals and

four tumours per session. Tumours on these animals were given 41.5�C hyperthermia using

the ultrasound system. Low administered activity scans were taken during hyperthermia.

Full administered activity scans were taken immediately after (two tumours) or 15min after

(two tumours) the end of hyperthermia. The following scan sequence was used: the mouse

on the left side of each tray began heating first. Fifteen minutes after that, heating of the

right mouse began. After another 15min, a low activity of �0.3mCi 64Cu-ATSM was
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administered to the left mouse. After another 15min, another �0.3mCi 64Cu-ATSM

was administered to the right mouse and hyperthermia to the left mouse was halted.

After another 15min, hyperthermia to the right mouse was halted and �2mCi 64Cu-ATSM

was administered to each mouse. After another 15min of scanning, the animals were

removed from the micro-PET and 11–12 pO2 readings by successive 1mm pullbacks

along a single needle track were taken, using an Oxylite (Oxford Optronix) pO2 probe

and a mounted micrometer. The heated tumour on the right mouse was surveyed first,

followed by the left heated tumour and the two control tumours. Care was taken to survey

along a horizontal track through the centre of each tumour, with the tracks to be surveyed

positioned as close as possible to the centre of the micro-PET bore during scanning

(using aligning lasers). Sufficient time was allowed (typically �1.5min) at each dwell point

for the pO2 readings to equilibrate. The total time for electrode surveys averaged 17min per

tumour.

Thus, low administered activity scans were obtained during hyperthermia (beginning

30min after initiating hyperthermia) for each mouse. The full administered activity scan

was obtained immediately after cessation of hyperthermia for the right mouse and 15min

after cessation of hyperthermia for the left mouse. The electrode survey of the right

heated tumour began 15min after cessation of hyperthermia. Since the electrode surveys

took �15min to complete and since the right mouse’s heated tumour was surveyed first,

the left mouse’s heated tumour was surveyed �45min hyperthermia.

The Oxylite probe provided simultaneous temperature and pO2 readings. Since

temperatures revert back to baseline very rapidly after cessations of heating, there was

no significant difference between the temperatures of heated and control tumours at the

time of during the electrode surveys (22.3� 0.7�C and 21.0� 0.7�C, respectively).

Volumes of interest

Images were produced using software provided by the manufacturer (ASI Pro, Concorde

Microsystems, Knoxville TN) as well as in-house software. The software calculates decay

corrected activity in nCi/cc for each voxel within a volume of interest (VOI). In the present

study the total uptake in the two thigh tumours for each animal were tracked (Figure 2).

The tumour VOIs were drawn to encompass the entirety of the involved thigh without

extending into other structures. For this purpose a series of rectangles over seven-to-nine

transverse slices were specified. The tumour volume was most easily identified on the

last image obtained after injection (a 5min average obtained at least 20min after

injection of radiotracer). Uptake within the same volume for earlier times was generated

automatically.

In addition to the tumours, activity within the heart was tracked as a means of estimating

the time dependence of circulating radiotracer. Late coronal images were used to identify

the left diaphragm. Early images (0–15 s after injection) were then used to track the bolus

of radiotracer from the jugular vein into the ventricle just above the level of the

diaphragm. The target volume was a small central sub-volume of the early cardiac uptake

(0.06–0.12 cm3) intended to be small enough to be dominated by radiotracer within the

chamber of the ventricle, rather than the muscular walls. This was best identified on early

images �10–15 s after injection, when radiotracer had passed into the heart, but before

the uptake in non-vascular thoracic structures developed. Activity vs. time within this

volume was then automatically generated. In the present paper, the cardiac information

is used only for qualitative purposes.
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Four animals had electrode readings after completion of hyperthermia and scanning.

For these, the region of interest was a thin (�1mm��11mm) rectangle placed horizontally

in a single axial slice at the centre of the tumour, as close as possible to where the electrode

survey was planned. An example is given in Figure 3. The ASI Pro software was used to

generate uptake profiles across these rectangles for every time frame.

Results

In-vitro Cu-ATSM uptake and retention

In-vitro uptake of Cu-ATSM at 41� 0.5�C and 37� 0.5�C is shown in Figure 4.

Note that the percentage ( y-axis) in this figure is percentage of administered radiotracer,

 

ATSM SCAN, 40-45 minutes after injection

Heated Tumors

Control Tumors

(a)

Figure 2. (a) Transverse section from full activity ATSM scan, 5min average obtained 40–45min
after injection. This image shows two mice at a level that sections through the tumour bearing thighs
and the pelvic floor. The lateral thigh tumours are receiving hyperthermia, the medial thigh tumours
are unheated controls. The structure between the thigh tumours is the pelvic floor and bladder.
Volumes of interest (the heated and control tumours) are displayed. The brightest portions of both
control tumours were off this plane, hence the heated tumours display greater uptake in this image.
(b) Early ATSM (first minute after injection, 1min average) for the same two animals shown in (a).
(c) Low activity PTSM scan obtained 40–45min after injection (5min average) for the same two mice,
prior to hyperthermia. Note that the pattern of uptake in the PTSM scan is similar to the early ATSM
uptake except for greater early ATSM activity in the two heated tumours, consistent with increased
perfusion leading to greater early delivery of radiotracer to the heated tumours.
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not percentage of cells. The actual percentages are, therefore, of less significance than how

they change with time, temperature and oxygen tension. This figure shows that, at 0% O2,

retention of Cu-ATSM was greater for 41�C heated cells than for 37�C cells at the same

pO2. This experiment was repeated at 0.5% O2 and obtained substantially lower uptake.

At 30min the uptake was 0.2� 0.02 of the uptake at 0% O2 for both temperatures.

Thus, the uptake in heated cells at 0.5% O2 is much less than that for unheated cells

at 0% O2.

Note that the in-vitro studies were done with a heating schedule that matched the in-vivo

scanning: 45min of heating, followed by Cu-ATSM administration. The in-vitro studies

show that, for this cell line, any intra-cellular effects of the delivered thermal dose led to an

increased retention of radiotracer, when compared with unheated cells. Since intra-cellular

effects increased retention, if evidence is found of decreased retention in-vivo with

hyperthermia, it must be due to changes in the extra-cellular environment (most likely

increased pO2, although conceivably other physiologic effects of hyperthermia could

contribute).

In-vivo scan data

For the full administered activity scans it is important to correct for any tumour activity left

over from the low activity pre-hyperthermia scan (performed on nine of the 10 animals).

This was done by subtracting tumour uptake at the time of the second injection from all

ATSM SCAN, 0-1 minute after injection

(b)

Figure 2. Continued.
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subsequent high activity scans. It is assumed that subsequent time dependence of the

residual activity is small compared to its value at the time of the second injection. At the time

of the second injection, at least 50min had elapsed since the first, low activity injection

(at least 20min scan time during the first set of scans followed by at least 30mins

for hyperthermia); tumour uptake of radiotracer tends to evolve slowly by then

(see Figures 5, 9–11). The fact that the first scan was of lower activity than the second

also makes it more tenable to ignore time dependence of residual uptake. As a check on this,

tumour uptake at the end of the first scan was compared with uptake at the time of injection

for the second scan (with �30min of hyperthermia intervening). The residual uptake at

the time of the second injection was 95%� 6% of the uptake at the end of the first scan

(averaged for 18 tumours in nine mice that had two scans). This 5% change, over 30þ min,

in residual uptake from the first, low activity, scan amounted to 0.5% of the average activity

taken up by the tumour during the next minute after the second, full activity, 64Cu-ATSM

injection.

An example of 64Cu-ATSM activity in heated and control tumours for one animal is

displayed in Figure 5. In the first minute after administration of radiotracer there is greater

activity in the heated tumour. However, by 4min the curves have crossed and there is greater

long-term activity in the unheated control tumour.

Because of variations between tumours, the absolute uptake at the end of observation was

not always less in the heated tumours. However, in the four animals that had low activity
64Cu-ATSM scans prior to hyperthermia, it was possible to correct for any pre-treatment

PTSM SCAN, 40-45 minutes after injection

(c)

Figure 2. Continued.
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Figure 4. In-vitro uptake of Cu-ATSM for EMT 6 cells under hypoxia (0% O2) and 0.5% O2,
with and without hyperthermia. The methodology of Lewis et al. [25] was used. Cell suspen-
sions were continuosly stirred and maintained at target temperature for 45min, after which
radiolabelled Cu-ATSM was added to the suspensions. Target temperature continued to be
maintained. Multiple aliquots were taken at t¼ 1.7, 7.5, 15, 30min after administration of
Cu-ATSM. The cells were pelleted from the media and the percentage uptake (pellet/
(pelletþ supernatant)) was calculated. Error bars represent standard deviation over three aliquots
taken at each time point.

Pelvic
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Control
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Left
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Right
Mouse

Figure 3. Narrow rectangular region of interest taken through the centre of the heated tumour of the
left mouse in Figure 2. Scan uptake profiles within tumours were compared with needle electrode
readings along a track positioned as closely as possible to the image profile.
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differences in tumour oxygenation. For example, in two of the four mice, the low activity

scans showed greater uptake in the tumours to be heated than in the control tumours.

Baseline differences between the tumours can be accounted for by dividing tumour uptake

in the post-hyperthermia scan by uptake in the pre-hyperthermia scan at the same time

post-injection. Thus normalized, the ratio of activity between heated and control tumours

peaked within the first minute for all four mice and exceeded unity for three of the four mice.

By 8min, however, this heated to control ratio (normalized to pre-hyperthermia ATSM

uptake) became less than unity for all four animals.

The long-term plans include scenarios in which one would wish to use other

compounds besides ATSM for the low activity, pre-hyperthermia scan. Therefore, one

seeks a normalization that does not require a pre-hyperthermia ATSM scan.

Figure 6 shows the average activity within the ventricle vs. time (in units of mCi/cc divided

by the total administered activity in mCi). This demonstrates that a large amount of

radiotracer leaves the great vessels over the first minute: the decrease in activity within

the ventricle from its peak value of 0.24 cc�1 at t¼ 12.5 s to 0.11 cc�1 at t¼ 60 s is more

than 2.5 times the subsequent decrease from t¼ 60 s to t¼ 45min. This means that

peripheral structures (including tumours) would be expected to have relatively more

activity in the extra-cellular compartment during the first minute than later. This is

because, even if there is very rapid transfer into the intra-cellular compartment, the local

micro-vasculature is rapidly being re-supplied during the first minute. The average

rate of egress from the great vessels between t¼ 12.500 and t¼ 6000 is more than

2.5� 60� 44/(60� 12.5)¼ 139 times the average rate after the first minute.

This study uses the average uptake over the first minute as an approximate measure

of tumour perfusion. The selection of a 60 s average is an admittedly somewhat arbitrary

balance between competing considerations. Shorter lengths of time would sample earlier
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Figure 5. Activity (in micro Curies) vs. time after administration of 64Cu-ATSM for a typical case.
The heated tumour (triangles) shows greater early uptake than the unheated control tumour (squares).
This reverses by 4min.
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in the perfusion-dominated phase and, therefore, might have less contribution from intra-

cellular uptake. However, averaging over shorter times would have greater measurement

uncertainty since there would be fewer positron decays contributing to scan information.

In practice, for the 10 animals scanned, the ratio of the early average uptake between
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Figure 7. Data from the five mice who underwent low activity Cu-PTSM scans before undergoing
hyperthermia and full activity Cu-ATSM scans. The total 64Cu-ATSM uptake averaged over the first
minute after administration is compared with the low activity 64Cu-PTSM uptake averaged over
a 5min interval from t¼ 40–45min. Uptakes are divided by the total administered activity. Shown
are data for the five unheated control tumours (squares) and the last 5mm of the five animals’ tails
(open circles).
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Figure 6. The activity within the chamber of the ventricle vs. time (in units of mCi/cc divided by the
total administered activity in mCi). Time t denotes time following administration of 64Cu-ATSM.
Displayed data are averaged over all mice� standard error.
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heated and control tumours changed very little between t¼ 30 s and t¼ 60 s

(from 1.57� 0.18 to 1.48� 0.16). The comparisons that follow, between heated and

control tumours, would not have been changed if a shorter early average had been selected

to normalize for perfusion. The greater early uptake in heated tumours is consistent with
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Figure 9. Data from full activity Cu-ATSM scans for all 10 mice. The ‘self-normalized’ activity
is defined to be the activity at a given time after administration of radiotracer divided by the average
uptake during the first minute after administration. This is intended to correct for greater perfusion
(and, therefore, greater delivery of radiotracer) in heated tumours. Displayed are the average
self-normalized uptake� standard error in heated (squares) and control tumours (circles). The heated
and control tumours separate by more than the sum of standard errors by 2min.
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Figure 8. Data for the five tumours heated with ultrasound (same five animals in Figure 7).
Displayed is the early uptake (averaged over the first 60 s) of 64Cu-ATSM per cc of tumour vs. the
steady state ultrasound power needed to maintain temperature at 41.5�C.
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greater perfusion in heated tumours than control tumours. Mild hyperthermia is known

to produce increased perfusion [4, 6, 8, 9] and, therefore, would be expected to increase

the early delivery of any radiotracer to the heated volume.

We considered several checks of the hypothesis that the early 60 s uptake is approximately

proportional to local tumour perfusion. For the five animals that had a low activity
64Cu-PTSM scan, unheated entities (including the control tumour) should show early
64Cu-ATSM uptake that is approximately proportional to the asymptotic level of PTSM

uptake, since PTSM uptake is a marker of tumour perfusion. In Figure 7, the total
64Cu-ATSM uptake averaged over the first minute after administration is compared with

the low activity 64Cu-PTSM uptake averaged over a 5min interval from t¼ 40–45min.

Uptakes are divided by the total administered activity. Shown are data for the five unheated

control tumours. In addition, Figure 7 displays the low activity 64Cu-PTSM and early
64Cu-ATSM data for a readily identifiable normal structure: the last 5mm of the five

animals’ tails. The unheated control tumour and tail data are consistent with the early
64Cu-ATSM uptake being approximately proportional to perfusion within a structure.

A least squares linear fit is included in Figure 7.

The low activity 64Cu-PTSM scan cannot be used to estimate perfusion in the

heated tumours since an intervention that alters perfusion (hyperthermia) took place after

the low activity scan. There is, however, another approximate measure of local perfusion

after hyperthermia that can be compared with the early 64CuATSM uptake. For the

five tumours heated with ultrasound, the steady state applied ultrasound power needed

to maintain target temperature is approximately proportional to the average perfusion

per unit volume of tumour [45]. Figure 8 displays the early uptake (first 60 s) of
64Cu-ATSM per cc of tumour vs. the steady state ultrasound power needed to

maintain temperature at 41.5�C. As was the case for the unheated tumours and tails

displayed in Figure 7, the early 64Cu-ATSM uptake appears to be approximately

proportional to a measure of local perfusion. It should be noted that the five animals

heated with ultrasound in Figure 8 were the same five animals with low activity PTSM

scans in Figure 7.

Self-normalized tumour uptake

With the above in mind, this study therefore normalizes for delivery of radiotracer to

the tumour (i.e. local perfusion), by dividing the time-dependent radiotracer activity by the

early activity averaged over the first minute after administration. This is referred to as

‘self-normalized’ time dependent activity. Figure 9 displays the average self-normalized

activity for the 10 post-hyperthermia scans for the heated and control tumours for all

10 animals. The standard error is also displayed. The heated and control tumours separate

by more than the sum of standard errors after 2min ( p¼ 0.007 at t¼ 2min, p<0.001

for t>5min; Gaussian distribution assumed for probabilities, two-tailed integration). If the

variance for the 10 animals is representative, then a group of four would separate by more

than the sum of standard errors (SE4¼SE10� (10/4)1/2) about 6min after administration

of radiotracer. This is consistent with what is seen in the sub-group analysis discussed

below (see Figures 10 and 11).

Four of the animals had low activity 64Cu-ATSM scans preceding hyperthermia. These

four were heated with the conductive device. They provide an opportunity to directly

compare ATSM scans before and after an intervention (hyperthermia) in the same tumour.

Figure 10 demonstrates that, by 5min after administration, the self-normalized activity

is reduced significantly after hyperthermia ( p� 0.02 for t� 5min). As would be expected,
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the pre-hyperthermia behaviour for these four tumours is indistinguishable from the

10 unheated control tumours, full activity scans. This confirms that, prior to hyperthermia,

the heated tumours had oxygenation status that was similar to the control tumours.

Following mild hyperthermia, there was significant reduction in the self-normalized

ATSM activity in heated tumours, consistent with improved oxygenation.

Figure 11 displays the self-normalized 64Cu-PTSM activity vs. time data averaged over

10 tumours for the last five mice. These were obtained from the low activity, pre-

hyperthermia scans for these mice. Following the PTSM scan, hyperthermia was

delivered with the ultrasound device. Comparison between the curves for heated tumours

in Figures 10 and 11 confirms the equivalence between the ultrasound and conduction

devices, since ultrasound heating was used for Figure 11 and conductive heating for

Figure 10. The self-normalized 64Cu-ATSM activity vs. time data in Figure 11 show that

ATSM activity for the unheated control tumours lies mid-way between the PTSM activity

and the ATSM activity for heated tumours. 64Cu-PTSM would be expected to show

the greatest retention of delivered radiotracer, because in-vitro studies show it is retained

at the same level as Cu-ATSM in hypoxic cells but, unlike Cu-ATSM, that level does not

drop in well oxygenated cells [25]. The heated tumours show the lowest self-normalized

activity for Cu-ATSM, consistent with improved oxygenation. For the five mice in

Figure 11, the self-normalized uptake for heated and control tumours separate by more

than the sum of standard errors by 2min ( p<0.01). The self-normalized uptake for PTSM

and ATSM controls separate at �10min ( p¼ 0.03).

High Activity ATSM Scan, After Heating, 4 Tumors

High Activity ATSM Scan, 10 Control Tumors
Low Activity ATSM Scan, Prior to Heating, 4 Tumors
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Figure 10. Data from the four animals who had low activity Cu-ATSM scans before heating.
The self-normalized uptake (see Figure 9 and text) for the four heated tumours in the full activity
Cu-ATSM scan is compared with the self-normalized uptake for the same tumours in the low activity
scan, obtained immediately before hyperthermia. Because the number of tumours is smaller, standard
errors are larger than in Figure 9. Also displayed is the self-normalized uptake from the full activity
Cu-ATSM scans for all 10 control tumours (reproduced from Figure 9, standard error omitted
for clarity), confirming that, before being heated, these four tumours were comparable to the unheated
controls.
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Duration of hyperthermia

As noted in the methods section, because two mice were heated at the same time, the time

at or above 41�C varied. When one tumour reached 41�C ahead of the other, it was required

that hyperthermia be continued until the second tumour was at or above 41�C for at least

30min before initiating the full activity 64Cu-ATSM scan. The total time at or above 41�C

therefore ranged from 30–58min, with a mean of 45min. The Sapareto Dewey [46]

equivalent time at 41.5�C (which is very strongly affected by relatively small temperature

changes) ranged from 29–73 equivalent minutes with a mean of 44 equivalent minutes.

Within this range, no association was found between duration of heating and ATSM scan

findings. There were six tumours heated for less than 40 equivalent minutes at 41.5�C

(sub-group mean 33 equivalent minutes). For these six, the self-normalized uptake from

t¼ 15 to t¼ 20min was 1.06� 0.13. For the four tumours heated more than 40 equivalent

minutes (sub-group mean 60 equivalent minutes), the self-normalized ATSM uptake

was 0.97� 0.19.

Post-hyperthermia pO2 electrode readings and scan findings

Table I summarizes findings from the comparison of scans with pO2 electrode readings.

The profile tool was used to generate uptake as a function of time for 11–12 points along

a narrow rectangle set to match, as closely as possible, the track to be surveyed with the

needle probe. The self-normalized uptake for each point in the profile was the average

uptake 10–15min after radiotracer injection, divided by the uptake for the same point
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Figure 11. Data from the five mice who had low activity Cu-PTSM scans before heating and full
activity Cu-ATSM scans. Self-normalized (see Figure 9, text) uptake for Cu-PTSM (averaged over
10 tumours, five mice) is compared with Cu-ATSM uptake in the five heated and control tumours.
In-vitro studies show that radiotracer from Cu-PTSM is retained at the same level as Cu-ATSM
in hypoxic cells but, unlike Cu-ATSM, that level does not drop in well oxygenated cells [25].
This is compatible with greater self-normalized uptake for Cu-PTSM. The heated tumours show the
lowest self-normalized activity for Cu-ATSM, consistent with better oxygenation than the controls.
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averaged over the first minute after injection. As with the data displayed in Figures 9–11,

the self-normalized uptake in these experiments changed little after 5min following

administration of radiotracer.

The self-normalized uptake obtained beginning 15min after the end of hyperthermia

(heated tumours in the two left mice) was significantly higher than the self-normalized

uptake for the same two tumours during hyperthermia (1.06� 0.04 vs. 0.75� 0.07,

p<0.001), although still significantly lower than the four control tumours (1.06� 0.04 vs.

1.20� 0.05, p¼ 0.03). The self-normalized uptake during hyperthermia was unchanged

immediately after cessation of hyperthermia (heated tumours in the two right mice) and was

significantly less than in unheated controls ( p<0.001).

The electrode surveys begun 15min after end of hyperthermia (heated tumours in the

two right mice) show significantly higher pO2 than the control tumors (23� 2 vs.

13� 2mmHg). The electrode surveys �45min after the end of hyperthermia (heated

tumours in the two left mice), show a pO2 that is higher than controls, but not

significantly so.

Direct comparison between pO2 survey and self-normalized uptake for the same tumours

shows that self-normalized uptake is anti-correlated with pO2: increased oxygenation is

associated with decreased self-normalized uptake. The two right tumours (scanned and

surveyed as soon as possible after the end of hyperthermia) show decreased radiotracer

retention (decreased self-normalized uptake) and increased pO2 compared with controls.

The effect in the two left tumours (scanned and surveyed after a longer interval) is not

as great as the right tumours, but, again, pO2 is greater and self-normalized uptake is less

than controls.

Discussion

This study sought to identify a tool that could quickly (within a few minutes) discriminate

the impact of mild hyperthermia on hypoxia imaging, without interrupting heating.

Table I. Comparison of self-normalized uptake of 64Cu-ATSM with pO2 by needle electrode
surveys, data from four mice with eight tumours (four heated, four controls), heating by ultrasound.
The electrode data represent the average pO2 obtained by successive 1mm pullbacks over 11–12
points in a single needle track for each tumour, obtained after cessation of scanning and hyperthermia.
Self-normalized uptake is averaged over the same number of spatial locations in a thin rectangle set
as close as possible to match the needle track. Scan findings obtained during hyperthermia are from
low administered activity injections, 30min into the hyperthermia session. Scan findings after
cessation of hyperthermia are from full administered activity injections performed immediately after
(right mouse tumours) and 15min after (left mouse) the end of hyperthermia. Fifteen minutes
of image acquisition time was used for each scan and �15min was needed for each electrode survey.
Time refers to the initiation of either scan or electrode survey. Standard errors represent scatter
over the monitored spatial points.

Time (min) after end

of hyperthermia

Self-normalized

uptake

pO2

(mm Hg)

Number of

spatial points p vs. controls

Controls X 1.20� 0.05 13.5� 2 45 X

R Heated During hyperthermia 0.64� 0.06 X 24 <0.001

L Heated During hyperthermia 0.75� 0.07 X 23 <0.001

R Heated 0 0.70� 0.05 X 24 <0.001

R Heated �15 X 23�2 24 <0.001

L Heated 15 1.06� 0.04 X 23 0.03

L Heated �45 X 17.7� 3 23 NS
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For Cu-ATSM PET scanning, the self-normalized uptake, defined above, appears to be one

such tool. Being able to quickly discriminate the effects of hyperthermia on in-vivo tumour

physiology may be helpful. It is known that other effects of hyperthermia can change

rapidly with time; the short-term time dependence of effects on oxygenation is, however,

presently unknown.

The cytotoxic effects of hyperthermia are strongly dependent on both time and

temperature [46]. The fraction of cells surviving a cytotoxic thermal dose decreases

exponentially with time and depends sharply on temperature. There is little direct cell

kill from temperatures below 42�C maintained for times of �1 h or less. Temperatures

in the 41–42�C range will, however, produce significant heat induced radiosensitization

if maintained for at least 1 h, if the heat and radiation are given simultaneously [31–38].

If heat and radiation are given sequentially, temperatures in the 41–42�C range must be

maintained for substantially longer times (2–6 h, depending on the cell line) for the same

level of heat induced radiosensitization [37]. As temperatures are increased above 42�C,

the time needed for equivalent levels of either direct thermal cytotoxicity or heat induced

radiosensitization drop sharply.

In addition to direct cellular effects from heat and heat plus radiation, hyperthermia

can also affect the response of tumours by altering tumour physiology—particularly by

impacting on tumour oxygenation. For temperatures below 42�C the physiologic effects

may have a comparable or greater impact on tumour curability than direct cellular effects.

For example, heat induced radiosensitization from 1h at 41�C would be expected to reduce

the surviving fraction from a 3Gy radiation treatment by �0.8 [38], which could also be

achieved by converting �20% of hypoxic cells into more sensitive normoxic cells. Since,

in the clinic, minimum tumour temperatures are usually <42�C, optimizing the physiologic

effects of mild hyperthermia may be of substantial import.

It is not well known to what extent the physiologic effects of hyperthermia vary with

time: whether very short heating sessions are as effective as sessions lasting �1 h and how

rapidly these effects decay, once hyperthermia is discontinued. PET-based imaging is an

approach that provides a non-invasive opportunity to obtain information from an entire

tumour, without interrupting heating, if need be. Unlike some small animal imaging

modalities, such as optical imaging or electron paramagnetic resonance, the photon

energies with PET are sufficient to image deep-seated tumours in humans. This means

findings in small animal models can be more directly applied to human subjects. However,

PET scans in the clinic typically rely on images obtained �1 h after administration.

While this is generally sufficient for diagnostic or staging purposes, such a time window

is too large to discriminate short-term or transitory effects of interventions.

The present study sought to obtain information from 64Cu-ATSM PET scans that

would discriminate between heated and control tumours in short periods of time (less than

10min) with a moderate number of animals. The fact that radiotracer begins to be taken

up and retained in hypoxic cells in a time scale of minutes (Figure 4) makes it a moiety

that could, in principle, serve this purpose. This study initially considered kinetic

modelling of uptake data. Typically this involves fitting tumour uptake to a multiple

compartment model with four or more kinetic parameters. It was found, however, that over

limited periods of time (<20min) the information was too limited to avoid degeneracies

(multiple solutions fitting the data equally well).

Because mild hyperthermia enhances tumour perfusion, relatively more radiotracer

is delivered after mild hyperthermia than without heating. For this reason, the

self-normalized uptake was evaluated (absolute uptake divided by average uptake over

the first minute following radiotracer administration). Figures 7 and 8 are consistent
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with the uptake over the first minute being approximately proportional to perfusion in

the tumour. As seen in Figure 9, the self-normalized uptake averaged over 10 animals

becomes significantly less in heated tumours by 2min ( p¼ 0.007). If the scatter for

10 animals is representative, then the standard error for a sample of four animals would

separate by the sum of standard errors by �6min. This is consistent with what, in fact,

is seen when sub-sets of the overall cohort are looked at (Figures 10 and 11). Because the

self-normalized uptake of Cu-ATSM discriminates between modest numbers of heated

and control tumours within a time scale of minutes, it is felt that it provides a tool that

can be used to evaluate the effects of short hyperthermia sessions and how they evolve

after hyperthermia is stopped.

The comparison between self-normalized 64Cu-PTSM and 64Cu-ATSM uptakes,

such as shown in Figure 11 suggests that information from these two scans might be used

to determine the fraction of hypoxic but viable cells within a tumour. This is because

Cu-PTSM uptake is independent of oxygenation status, while Cu-ATSM uptake is equal

to that of Cu-PTSM for hypoxic cells but drops sharply above �5mmHg—hence the

difference between the two reflects the portion of viable cells that are not hypoxic.

The authors also plan to explore this in future investigations.

The comparison between post-hyperthermia scans and needle electrode pO2 surveys

shows a good association between increasing pO2 and decreasing self-normalized uptake

(Table I). These studies also suggest that (for this thermal dose in this tumour model)

the improvement in tumour oxygenation degrades substantially between �15–45min after

hyperthermia is stopped. Although others have found that the effect of hyperthermia

on tumour oxygenation persists for a long time [2, 7], these studies have heated portions

of the tumour to substantially higher temperatures than 41.5�C, which could lead to more

thermal injury and therefore longer lasting effects on the tumour. Note that it may be

of clinical benefit to have a thermal effect on tumour oxygenation that reverses shortly

after the hyperthermia session. There would be less inter-fraction repopulation,

if hypoxic regions revert back to being hypoxic between treatments. The authors will be

evaluating the impact of thermal dose on the time dependence of tumour physiology

in future studies.

Recently, Matsumoto et al. [47] reported results of experiments in which mice with

implanted squamous cell carcinomas underwent two scans, with a hypoxia directed

intervention (Carbogen breathing) between scans. They could not detect a difference

between the pre- and post-intervention Cu-ATSM scans. This is in contrast to the data

presented in Figure 10 of this paper. Figure 10 accounted for the effects of an intervention

(hyperthermia) on tumour perfusion by using the self-normalized uptake. Correcting

for the effects on perfusion is particularly important for a scan moiety like Cu-ATSM that

begins to equilibrate with hypoxic tissue in a time scale of minutes. A scanning moiety,

like F-Misonidazole, that takes longer to bind, may ultimately achieve greater differences

between hypoxic and non-hypoxic zones—and, therefore, the ultimate difference between

pre- and post-intervention scans may be easier to discriminate. However, the long time

to equilibrium makes it unsuitable for discriminating short time effects.

It is also important that the pre-hyperthermia (or other intervention) scan be conducted

with a lower administered activity than the post-intervention scan. In the Matsumoto et al.

study, the two scans were of equal activity. Therefore, continued evolution of the residual

uptake from the first scan could potentially introduce �10–20% effects in the second scan.

This, in turn, could obscure effects like those seen in Figure 10.
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